Did you put the “Pro” in Procrastination?
Have you lined up lots of excuses about how things will get done in the magical land of later
Do these 5
Who procrastinates? Um, well, everyone at some point…
What are you procrastinating? Studying, laundry, reading, writing, tedium, applications, scary stuff…
Where do you go to procrastinate? Your dorm room, Facebook, Snapchat, Wikipedia, Google news, text
messages, talking on the phone, repeatedly checking and answering emails…
When do you procrastinate? Starting, continuing, finishing, getting stuck, feeling imperfect, just about any
time something is in some way…
Why do you procrastinate? Lack of interest, lack of connection to what matters, when the end is not in sight,
the feeling of being “stuck” and not knowing an answer, perfectionism, attempting to multi-task, thinking
things will get done when you “feel more capable”…
So how do you combat it?
Good Location: Where do you focus best? While some people can study in their dorms, most admit it isn’t the
best place to concentrate. Be honest about which environment is conducive to your best learning.
Limit Distraction: Eliminate virtual distractions. Don’t just put your phone on silent; put it in your backpack.
Just seeing notifications will take up valuable brain space. Disconnect your texts from your computer so
messages aren’t constantly interrupting your flow. Close windows to any website that would pull you away.
Some students even use apps like selfcontrolapp.com to block distracting websites for a certain amount of
time. Using technology to block technology…so millennial…
Timing: Plan out when you’re going to do classwork and put it on your calendar. Be realistic about how long
tasks will take instead of how long you think they should take. Plan breaks that bring rewards during your
study sessions.
Motivation: A lot of people say, “I’ll do that task when I feel ready.” The truth is you need to start before you
feel ready or it won’t get done. Many times, motivation stems from action – not the other way around.
Mindset: Best is the enemy of good: Voltaire said it first. Instead of worrying about whether something will be
the best, do your best. Learning is iterative and layered. You can’t improve without starting the process.
Divide and Conquer: If the work feels overwhelming, break it up into tiny, manageable steps and set deadlines
for yourself. Create small goals and give yourself props when you achieve them.

Climbing Mt. Problem
Descent: go to office hours;
see a tutor; check your work
Final Climb: work more problems
Camp IV: work the next problem or get help
Camp III: work the first problem
Camp II: read or re-read text or notes
Camp I: look over the problems
Base Camp: resting (hiding) in your
warm happy procrastination place; plan
your ascent.

Climbing Mt. Paperdue
Descent: rewrite, proofread
for grammar & punctuation
Final Climb: hone your thesis,
develop ideas
Camp IV: reorganize and review
Camp III: add 2 sentences to each
cleaned-up sentence that develops idea
Camp II: organize and clean up the sentences
Camp I: transcribe your notes
Base Camp: waiting for clarity and
inspiration in your happy
procrastination place

